Lifting loops balance the load
during installation, perfectly aligning
the units for consecutive courses.

Proven conformance evaluated and
confirmed by HITEC (Highway Innovation
Technology Evaluation Center).

Realistic chiseled-stone face.
The liners were made from stone
blocks hand-chiseled by artisans.

The tapered sides of the
blocks allow for both straight
and curved walls.

STATE OF THE BLOCK.
There are Stone Strong blocks. Then there’s everything else. With
the biggest, best and most innovative precast block in the industry,
Stone Strong Systems delivers fully and intelligently engineered
retaining wall solutions that greatly reduce installation time and
labor costs — with unmatched safety, durability and aesthetics.
State of the art? We go one better. This is state of the block.

DRAINAGE

LIGHTER

BIGGER

INTERLOCKING

Innovative, hollow
design provides
built-in drainage.

Lighter weight makes
jobs go faster, easier,
at a lower cost.

Its 24-sq.-ft. size
reduces labor costs
and installation time.

System designed to
ensure blocks stay
secure and level.

For more information, visit stonestrong.com

CHISELED
GRANITE

FRACTURED
LEDGE

SPLIT
LIMESTONE

TENNESSEE
FOOTHILLS

24 SF BLOCK
Face 8' x 3', Width 44"

24-86
Face 8' x 3', Width 86"

24 SF MASS
EXTENDER BLOCK
Face 8' x 3', Width 56"

The 24 SF Block contributes to the
speed of installation. A small crew
and a couple pieces of equipment
can install 1,200 SF a day.

Setting the standard for tall
gravity walls. At 22.5', it can
go vertical with no tie-back.

24-62
Face 8' x 3', Width 62"

24 SF TOP BLOCK
Face 8' x 3', Width 44"

6 SF BLOCK
Face 4' x 18", Width 44"

Build walls up to 18' tall with
no tie-back.

The Top Block has an 8" recess
at the top of the face to allow
for multiple finish options.

The 6 SF Block allows for tighter turning
radius, wall steps at 18" increments and
vertical and horizontal adjustments.
Also includes a top block with recess.

NEW! 6-28
Face 4' x 18", Width 28"

90° BLOCK
Face 4' x 18", Width 4'

DUAL FACE BLOCK
Face 8' x 18", Width 28"

A perfect solution for smaller walls,
get up to 60 pieces per truckload.
Easy to move around on-site with
a skid loader or mini-excavator.

The 90° Block provides for
inside and outside 90° turns.

The Dual Face Block provides
for above-grade applications.

The addition of the extender
to the 24 SF Block provides for
greater gravity wall heights.

END / CORNER BLOCK
Face 4' x 18", Width 2'

45° BLOCK
Face 4' x 18" x 8.25"

3 SF BLOCK
Face 2' x 18", Width 44"

The End / Corner Block is used for 90°
turns and for end finish treatments.

The 45° Block provides for
inside and outside 45° turns.

The 3 SF Block allows the
wall to stay on running bond.

For more information, visit stonestrong.com

